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Minecraft taught in school – ANSWERS  
 
 

 

 

1. Match them up!  

Match the words with the definitions.  

 a laptop  using old objects and materials again 

breaktime  somebody who really loves a thing or person 

compulsory  a small computer that is easy to carry 

social studies  you have to do it (you have no choice) 

recycling  a time at school when you relax or play 

a fan  having special knowledge or skills 

expert  to work together 

to co-operate  learning about how people live together in society 

 
 
 

 

 

2. True or false?  

Watch the video. Circle true or false for these sentences.  

a. The students use laptops in the classroom.  true false 

b. Minecraft started in Japan Sweden. true false 

c. People all around the world play Minecraft. true false 

d. The students play Minecraft at breaktime in lessons. true false 

e. The students can can’t choose if they want to play Minecraft. true false 

f. Some students don’t enjoy playing Minecraft. true false 

g. The teachers know more less about gaming than the students. true false 

h. Many of the students are expert in Minecraft. true false 
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3. Fill it in!  

Watch the video. Complete the sentences.  

recycling social studies expert 

co-operate classroom fan 

a. The school uses Minecraft in science,      social studies       and maths. 

b. The students use Minecraft to solve problems like                      recycling                      . 

c. Not everyone is a                            fan                             of Minecraft. 

d. Many of the students are                         expert                         in Minecraft. 

e. The teachers want the students to                   co-operate                   . 

f. Some people think students shouldn’t play video games in the                     classroom                    . 

 
 

 

 

4. Write and draw!  

Children write about what video games they like and why and draw a picture.  
 


